Experience Your Power

Vision
REGISTER BETWEEN NOW AND MIDNIGHT JANUARY 1 AND SAVE $100. SIGN UP NOW AND I'LL REFUND $100
WITHIN 24 HOURS. December 28, 2017 - January 1, 2018El Rancho Robles Guest Ranch
Oracle, Arizona (in the mountains above Tucson)Are you looking for a new and inspiring way to ring in the New Year?
Don't miss this opportunity to expand your life and connect with spirit.
Wouldn't you like to start the new year with a clear vision and an open heart, instead of a hangover?
Join like-minded visionaries in the crisp, clean mountain air to set intentions for living life to the full in the New Year.
Vision is an all-inclusive, spiritually-oriented retreat that gracefully closes the current year and enthusiastically embraces
the New Year with clarity and promise.
At Vision, you take a close look at anything that hasn't work for you in the past year and gently let that go as you choose
what to embrace for the New Year. Will it be more wealth? A healthier lifestyle? Reconnecting with lost or damaged
relationships? Finding a new romance or adding new zest to the one you have?
Throughout the retreat, you have opportunities to express yourself in many ways and connect with your own inspiration
to establish clear, compelling intentions for the kind of new year you've always wanted.
In this tranquil, relaxing setting, you can begin your day by watching the sun rise, or you might choose to hike up a trail or
gaze at the sunrise with your first cup of coffee.
In the spirit of sacredness, we form a community circle to meditate, formulate, and activate our lives and futures. After
breakfast each day, we gather in the circle around the altar that we create together, to listen to music, visualize, engage
in creative and illuminating activities, and share in lively conversations.
After lunch, you can enjoy the afternoon hiking, horseback riding, strolling the grounds, napping, sipping tea by the fire,
reading, journalling, or working on a project.
El Rancho Robles Guest Ranch is our home for Vision. We can arrange for massages onsite and stables are nearby, so
you can have a massage or ride the trails before or after that nap!
We reconvene after dinner each evening. Late evenings often find folks basking in the hot tub, or counting the stars.
On New Year's Eve, we gather together in silence to watch the last sunset of the year. Afterward, we enjoy a festive
holiday dinner followed by a final evening session in the sacred circle. And when the clock strikes twelve, let the New
Year of your dreams begin!
At Vision we plant mindfully that which will be our harvest in the New Year!
- refocus your energies for the new year
- fine-tune and recommit to your personal vision
- deepen your spiritual connections&mdash;alone and with others in a beautiful natural setting
- enjoy varied activities and plenty of free time for individual reflection and personal work
- begin or continue year-end rituals of completion and commitment
- share your Self in a relaxed setting
- take time to be in nature, enjoying the beautiful grounds
- connect with others on a path of empowerment
- create or expand your network of support
Kick off the New Year in a beautiful and playful environment!
The ranch is located in the historic town of Oracle, Arizona &ndash; nestled at the base of the magnificent Santa
Catalina Mountains. Whether you are warming up by a campfire or enjoying the cool mountain breeze in the ample
shade of the oaks, El Rancho Robles is a beautiful escape.
Charming accommodations, outdoor hot tub, gardens, pathways for exercise and meditation, all add to the beauty of this
ancient space.
The all-inclusive fee for Vision covers all meals and materials, four nights' lodging, and the retreat itself, from dinner on
the first night through breakfast on the last day.
We have three delightful lodging options available.
http://www.experienceyourpower.com
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Within each room type, you can choose private or double occupancy. This is a historic lodge, and not all rooms within a
category are alike.
Standard Rooms
Suitable for private reservation or share for a couple (one bed).
Traditional rooms are the most authentic accommodations, many featuring adobe and viga-style construction. Each
unique Traditional room is enveloped in the natural beauty of the resort's extensive acreage and includes Santa Fe-style
furnishings and historic photos and imagery to add to your experience.
Deluxe Rooms Suitable for private or shared reservation.Deluxe rooms offer additional space for sleeping and relaxing,
and furnished patios. Casitas
Suitable for private or shared reservation. Casitas features kitchen, dining area, sitting room and patio to let you enjoy
your vacation on your terms. Everything you need to enjoy your stay is at your fingertips. All units include furnished
patios that will entice your family and friends to enjoy morning bird-watching or an evening gazing at the stars.Due to
the intimate nature of this retreat, space is very limited. Take advantage of regular low registration prices for Vision 2018
now by clicking on the option you prefer to pay by Visa or MC. For Amex, send me an email with your room preference
and I'll shoot you an invoice. $ 1575 Private Casita
$ 1375 Shared Casita
$ 1375 Private Deluxe $ 1175
Shared Deluxe $ 1175 Private Standard
$ 975 Shared Standard (one bed, suitable for a couple)
Enrollment is strictly limited for maximum comfort and connection.
There are no prerequisites, so please feel free to bring a friend or your special someone with you!To discover more about
this award-winning resort, click here EL RANCHO ROBLES
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